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Abstract

is not optimal for the multi-speaker speech synthesis task and
there would be cumulative errors due to segmentation. To overcome the accumulation of errors caused by segmented training,
another aspect of one-shot speech synthesis methods is training speaker extraction task and speech synthesis task jointly.
In [16], the author uses a style token to transfer target prosody
to the synthesized speech. The style token is learned by training tacotron and style encoder network together. In [17], a contrastive triplet loss is used to ensure that speaker embeddings
predicted by the identical speaker are closer than the embedding computed from different speakers. This type of method
combines speaker feature extraction tasks with multi-speakers
speech synthesis tasks together and reduces the accumulation of
errors. However, since the speaker representation is learned by
unsupervised learning, it is easily affected by speaker accents,
speaking content, etc. This may prevent the model from focusing on speaker information, resulting in synthesized speech that
is not similar to the reference speaker.

The gap between speaker characteristics of reference speech
and synthesized speech remains a challenging problem in oneshot speech synthesis. In this paper, we propose a bi-level
speaker supervision framework to close the speaker characteristics gap via supervising the synthesized speech at speaker feature level and speaker identity level. The speaker feature extraction and speaker identity reconstruction are integrated in an
end-to-end speech synthesis network, with the one on speaker
feature level for closing speaker characteristics and the other on
speaker identity level for preserving identity information. This
framework guarantees that the synthesized speech has similar
speaker characteristics to original speech, and it also ensures
the distinguishability between different speakers. Additionally,
to solve the inﬂuence of speech content on speaker feature extraction task, we propose a text-independent reference encoder
(ti-reference encoder) module to extract speaker feature. Experiments on LibriTTS dataset show that our model is able to
generate the speech similar to target speaker. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that this model can learn meaningful speaker representations by bi-level speaker supervision and ti-reference encoder module.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, one-shot, bi-level speaker supervision, ti-reference encoder

To overcome the above issues, this paper proposes bi-level
speaker supervision on the synthesized speech, which combines
speaker feature extraction and speaker identity reconstruction
to achieve one-shot learning. In order to make the synthesized
speech as similar as possible to the target speaker, we supervise the synthesized speech at speaker feature level and speaker
identity level respectively. A feature alignment loss and an identity preserving loss are proposed to guarantee the identity consistency of the synthesized speech. To overcome the inﬂuence
of the different content on the speaker feature extraction, we
construct a text-independent reference encoder module. This
module takes the speaker identity information and the speaker’s
arbitrary speech as input, and outputs speaker features that have
no relationship to text. In the inference stage, only a few seconds of the target speaker’s speech is needed to extract speaker
feature. In summary, the main contributions are as follows:

1. Introduction
With the development of deep learning, end-to-end speech synthesis models, such as Tacotron [1] and its varieties [2–4], are
proposed to simplify traditional TTS pipeline [5–8] with a single neural network. With the help of WaveNet like neural
vocoder [9], the quality and naturalness of synthesized voice
are greatly improved. When the corpus of a given speaker is
sufﬁcient, the synthesized speech are even comparable with human recordings. When the corpus is only tens of minutes, many
speaker adaptive solutions have also been proposed to synthesize speech of target speaker [10–14] and those methods can get
effective results.
However, one-shot speech synthesis which using seconds
of target speaker’s speech to synthesize new speech is still a
challenging problem. Due to small amount of data, it is difﬁcult
to extract effective speaker features to guide speech synthesis
system. This problem results in a gap between the speaker characteristics of synthesized speech and reference speech. To solve
the above problem, one-shot speech synthesis training methods
can boil down to two aspects. One aspect is training speaker
feature extraction task and speech synthesis task separately.
In [15], the author uses a speaker extraction module to extract
speaker feature, then embeds the speaker feature to guide the
multi-speaker speech synthesis model. The speaker extraction
module is independently-trained for speaker recognition task.
This method can extract effective speaker representation, but it
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• Bi-level speaker supervision is newly set up for our
proposed framework to close the gap between speaker
characteristics of synthesized speech and the reference
speaker, with the one on speaker feature level contributing to close speaker characteristics and the other on
speaker identity level serving for identity maintenance.
• A text-independent reference encoder is proposed to decrease the inﬂuence of content on speaker feature extraction. The experiments on LibriTTS dataset show this
module can well cluster speech based on speakers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our proposed framework and ideas in detail. The results and analysis are presented in Section 3. The conclusions
and future work are described in Section 4.
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Figure 1: (a) Training architecture. A one-hot encoded speaker id Is and the speaker’s arbitary acoustic feature are fed to the tireference encoder module to calculate speaker feature Fs . Fs is used to condition the tacotron decoder states. The predicted acoustic
feature is fed to speaker encoder and speaker decoder to predict the speaker feature Fspre and speaker id Ispre . We calculate the loss
at speaker feature level and identity level respectively, thereby achieving bi-level speaker supervision. (b) Inference architecture. The
reference acoustic feature is fed to speaker encoder to compute speaker feature, and then embedding this feature to tacotron to synthesis
speech in reference speaker’s voice.

2. Proposed method

speaker, and also can distinguish the different speakers. In addition, this method can optimize speech synthesis system from
the perspective of the speaker and ensure the synthesized speech
more similar to the reference speech.

In this section, we will introduce the whole framework of our
proposed method ﬁrstly, then we will present the ideas about
bi-level speaker supervision and the ti-reference encoder.

2.2.1. Speaker feature level supervision

2.1. Framework

In the speaker feature’s space, the more similar the speaker characteristics are, the closer the distance of the speaker features. A
speaker encoder module is used to map the predicted acoustic
feature into the speaker feature space to get the speaker feature
Fspre . Compared with the speaker feature Fs which is used to
condition the tacotron, the closer the distance between Fspre and
Fs is, the more similar the two speaker characteristics. We propose a speaker feature loss as speaker feature level supervision,
which can be expressed as:

As shown in the left of Fig. 1, in the training procedure, there
are four components: a ti-reference encoder, a tacotron model
which is an end-to-end speech synthesis system, a speaker encoder and a speaker decoder module. Given a one-hot encoded
speaker id and the speaker’s reference acoustic feature, the tireference encoder will compute the speaker feature, the detail
about this module is shown in Subsection 2.3. The tacotron
model is used to predict target acoustic feature under the condition of the speaker feature. The speaker encoder and speaker decoder module are used to predict the speaker feature and speaker
identity information of the synthesized speech, then we compare them with the input speaker feature and speaker identity.
The inference architecture is shown in the right of Fig. 1.
To achieve one-shot mode, we can feed an arbitrary reference
acoustic feature to compute speaker feature, then embedding
this feature to synthesis speech in reference speaker’s voice.

Lf = M SE(Fspre , Fs )

(1)

2.2.2. Speaker identity level supervision
The speaker feature loss Lf can guarantee similarity of the same
speaker’s speaker features, but can not guarantee the speaker
features’ distinction from different speakers. We can reconstruct speaker identity information from speaker features, which
illustrates that speaker features have ability to distinguish different speakers. A speaker decoder module is used to decode
speaker feature to speaker identity information Ispre . The goal
is that the predicted speaker identity Ispre should be consistent
with the original speaker identity Is . So, the cross-entropy(CE)
between Ispre and Is is used as the speaker identity level supervision, which is called identity preserving loss Li .

2.2. Bi-level speaker supervision
A good speaker feature space should have two characteristics.
One is speaker features of the same speakers should be as similar as possible. The other is speaker features of the different
speakers should be distinguishable. In multi-speaker speech
synthesis system, there are often two levels of speaker representation. One is the speaker identity level. When training multiple speech synthesis systems, we give each speaker a speciﬁc
id. This level only emphasizes the differences between different
speakers and lacks the similarity of the same speaker. Another
is the speaker feature level. In general, the speaker feature of
the synthesized speech should be similar to the input speaker
feature, but if we only optimize the network through this rule,
the speaker feature space can only guarantee the similarity of
the same speaker’s speaker features, it can not guarantee the
difference of different speakers.
Therefore, by supervising the synthesized speech at speaker
feature level and speaker identity level, we can learn a good
speaker feature space, which can meet the similarity of the same

Li = CE(Ispre , Is )

(2)

2.2.3. Bi-level speaker supervision
Combining the two constraints above, Lf and Li are adversarial in the training procedure. Lf guarantee the similarity of
the same speaker’s speaker features, and Li guarantee the distinction of different speakers’ speaker features. To preserve the
advantages of the two loss functions, we take the weighted sum
of Lf and Li as the bi-level speaker supervision loss Lf .
Lbi = λf Lf + λi Li
where λf and λi are trade-off parameters.
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dimensional pitch correction parameter.The Tacotron2 framework is the same as in the paper [2]. The structures of other
modules proposed in the paper are as follows:
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• Identity encoder is made up of a three-layer fully connected network. The dimensions from input to output
are 512, 256,32.

Figure 2: Ti-reference encoder.

To explore the effects of bi-level speaker supervision and
ti-reference encoder, we perform an ablation study to verify it
can help to learn representative speaker feature and can help to
improve the similarity of synthesized speech.

2.3. Ti-reference encoder
Speaker feature should be independent of the speech’s content.
The text-independent reference (ti-reference) encoder is based
on the ideas of the bi-level speaker supervision. Firstly, an identity encoder module is used to extract speaker features from
speaker identity information. The advantage of using speaker
identity information to calculate speaker features is that speaker
identity information has nothing to do with the content and it
is easier to converge when training. Secondly, to further ensure the speaker encoder module is independent of content during the inference phase, we randomly select a piece of acoustic
features of input speaker and use speaker encoder and speaker
decoder module to calculate the speaker feature and speaker
identity information. Subsequently, we can perform bi-level
speaker supervision on the input acoustic feature. Because the
acoustic features are not related to the text, we can improve the
text-independent performance of the speaker encoder module.
Besides, it is helpful to ensure that the trained speaker feature
space is consistent with the real distribution.
Suppose the speaker feature and speaker identity information calculated from random acoustic feature are expressed as
Frpre and Irpre , the speaker feature loss Lfr and identity preserving loss Lir can be expressed as:
Lfr = M SE(Frpre , Fs )
Lir

=

(5)

λf Lfr

(6)
(7)

Lti =
+
Ltotal = λbi Lbi + λti Lti

• Ivector means using ivector as speaker representation to
train multi-speakers speech synthesis system.
• P w/o f means removing speaker feature level supervision (without Lf ) in our proposed model.
• P w/o i means removing speaker identity level supervision (without Li ) in our proposed model.
• P w/o f&i means removing bi-level speaker supervision
(without Lf and Li ) in our proposed model.
• P w/o ti means removing ti-reference encoder model
(without Lfr and Lir ) in our proposed model and just uses
speaker’s id embedding as reference encoder.
3.2. Speaker feature visualization
Firstly, we explore the effect of ti-reference encoder. We randomly select 10 unseen speakers from the test set, then randomly select 200 sentences of each speaker. We use speaker
encoder module in the P and P w/o ti systems to extract speaker
features, and visualize those features in 2D space with t-SNE
[20] in Fig. 3. We ﬁnd that the ti-reference encoder is helpful
to distinguish different speakers and cluster the sentences of the
same speaker. Although only using bi-level supervision on the
synthesized speech can learn a certain distinguishing speaker
features, when the ti-reference encoder is removed in our proposed model, the effect of clustering will become worse. Since
the input acoustic features’ content of the ti-reference encoder is
arbitrary, the model will focus on the characteristics of speaker
and decrease the inﬂuence of the speeches’ content. To further conﬁrm this assumption, we test the classiﬁcation accuracy
on the seen speakers. We also calculate the distance between
the features extracted by identity encoder and speaker encoder
modules. This measure can reﬂect the gap between the speaker
features obtained by one-shot and the real. The accuracy and
the distance of the feature are shown in Table 1. As we can see,
after removed the ti-reference encoder module, the recognition
performance will decrease and the distance between the speaker
features will increase. The results show that the ti-reference
encoder has a signiﬁcant effect on extracting effective speaker
features.
Secondly, we explore the effect of bi-level speaker supervision on the synthesized speech. For the unseen speaker, we

(4)

CE(Irpre , Is )
λi Lir

• P stands for our proposed model which combines bilevel speaker supervision and ti-reference speaker encoder.

Ltotal is the weighted sum of Lbi in Eq.3 and Lti in Eq.6 and it
participates in optimization of the whole network during training procedure.

3. Experiments
To verify the validity of the method, we train models on the LibriTTS [18]. We mix train-clean-100, train-clean-360 dataset,
which has 460 hours and 1146 speakers. We randomly select 5k
utterances as the testing set of seen speakers, and the rest utterances are used as training set. The test-clean dataset is used as
testing set of unseen speakers and the dev-clean dataset is used
as development set. All the wav ﬁles are sampled at 24KHz.
3.1. Setup
Acoustic features are extracted with 10 ms window shift. LPCNet [19] is utilized to extract 32-dimensional acoustic features,
including 30-dimensional BFCCs, 1-dimensional pitch and 1-
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Figure 3: Visualization of speaker features extracted from unseen speakers’s speech. ’x’ are female speakers and ’o’ are
male speakers.
Table 1: The ti-reference encoder’s effect on speaker features.
’acc’ (higher is better) stands the accuracy for speaker identity
prediction on speaker features. ’dis’ (lower is better) stands
the distance between the speakers features extracted by identity
encoder and speaker encoder.
model

acc

P w/o ti
P

0.716
0.950

Figure 4: Visualization of speaker features extracted from unseen speakers’ speech and synthesized speech. ’x’ are synthesized speech and ’o’ are real speech. Real and synthesized
speech of the same speaker consistently forms the same cluster in our proposed method (like the example shown in the red
circle).

dis
0.09
0.037

calculate the input speaker features Fs and the output speaker
features Fspre . We randomly selected 10 unseen speakers. For
each speaker , we select 50 speech and 50 synthesized speech
accordingly. The input text was ﬁxed. Fig. 4 shows the visualization of speaker features. Compared to the P w/o f&i, we
can ﬁnd that the speech synthesized by our proposed model P
can not only distinguish speaker characteristics well but also be
consistent with the original input speaker feature. When there is
a lack of feature level supervision, which is the P w/o f model,
the distance between the original and synthesized speaker features will increase. In the absence of identity level supervision,
which is the P w/o i model, different speakers can not be distinguished. This also shows that the bi-level speaker supervision
can close the gap between speaker characteristics of reference
speech and the synthesized speech.

Table 2: MOS results for one-shot speech synthesis. Each
system evaluates the naturalness and similarity of synthesized
speech.
model

naturalness

P w/o f&i
P w/o f
P w/o i
P w/o ti
Ivector
P

3.64
3.70
3.68
3.56
3.72
3.98

similarity
2.79
2.96
2.98
3.01
3.04
3.20

ture of synthesized speech are similar to the reference speaker
feature. On speaker identity level, identity preserving loss can
help synthesized speech retain the identity information of the
original speaker. In addition, we propose a ti-reference encoder
to reduce the inﬂuence of content on speaker feature extraction and obtain more effective speaker features. Experimental results show that through such joint optimization, effective
speaker features can be obtained for one-shot speech synthesis,
and the synthesized speech has good similarity and naturalness.
Further, we will try to explore the physical meaning of each
dimension of the learned speaker features, so as to control the
attributes of speech from a more detailed perspective.

3.3. Naturalness and similarity evaluation
We conduct Mean Opinion Score (MOS) listening test for naturalness and similarity of synthesized speech. 20 listeners participated in the evaluation. In each experimental group, 20 parallel sentences are selected randomly from testing sets of each
system. By observing the results of the baseline, our method
can get more effective speaker features than baseline. Among
all the systems, P achieves the best performance. Additionally,
we can observe that the bi-level speaker supervision on synthesized speech can improve the similarity performance more than
the naturalness.
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In this paper, we present a multi-speakers speech synthesis
training method for one-shot setting which supervising synthesized speech at speaker feature level and speaker identity level.
This method can close the gap between speaker characteristics
of reference speech and synthesized speech and improve the
similarity of the synthesized speech. Speciﬁcally, on speaker
feature level, speaker feature loss can ensure the speaker fea-
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